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the Phase Two Report and a presentation from the
consultants. The group will be asked to assist with
The consultants conducting the Allied Health Redissemination of information about the report as
view Dr Rosalie Boyce and Janice Mueller along
part of the consultation process. It is anticipated
with the Executive Management Group are dethat the next Project Reference Group will not oclighted with the high participation rate from staff in cur until after the July school holidays. Thank you
the four staff workshops held in May and wish to
for your patience.
thank everyone for their contributions. A total of
105 staff came along to share their thoughts about
strengthening the professional and operational govThe progress so far...
ernance structure of allied health in ACT Health.

Thank you for your contributions!

Many thanks also to the staff from Organisational
Development, Employee Services and the Workforce Policy and Planning Unit who listened carefully to the contributions from each of the table
groups and recorded an enormous amount of feedback. The workshops explored the Six Draft Principles put forward in the Phase One Report and the
concept of an ‘allied health identity’.

The Phase 2 Report.
It was hoped that the report could be tabled at a
Project Reference Group meeting in June but due
to the need to synthesise a large volume of responses from submissions and the workshops the
final report submission has been delayed, therefore
this meeting has been postponed.

Project Reference Group.
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The Project Reference group will meet to receive
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